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SECTION I: FROM WHENCE THEY CAME
40,000 BCE-1492 CE
Key Concept: The earliest estimate of human habitation of the Western Hemisphere (currently 30,000-40,000
years BCE) remains the subject of sometimes virulent conjecture. However, and regardless of the
controversy, archaeologists and anthropologists basically agree that the sources of and passages taken by
Paleo-Indian groups heavily influence cultural development once settled in the Americas. Consequently, as
native populations migrated and settled across the vast expanse of North America over time, they
developed distinct societies by adapting to and transforming their diverse environments.
I. Different native societies adapted to and transformed their environments through innovations in
agriculture, resource use, and social structure.
A) The spread of maize cultivation from present-day Mexico northward (estimated 7,000 years
ago) into the present-day American Southwest and beyond supported varying degrees of
settlement, economic development, agricultural technology, and social diversification among
societies.
B) Maize cultivation did not, however, thrive in the arid environment of the Great Basin and the
grasslands of the western Great Plains, promoting native societies to develop largely mobile
nomadic lifestyles to adapt to their primary food source, migrating large fauna (mammals).
C) In the Northeast, the Mississippi River Valley, and along the Atlantic seaboard societies
developed sedentary agricultural and hunter-gatherer economies that favored the
development of permanent villages and demographic density.
FROM WHENCE THEY CAME
“Jeez, Scalia, from whence WHO came? Nothing like starting off vague.”
Ok, fair question.
(1) Look, folks, from what we know from the anthropological and archeological record, the Western
Hemisphere is in no way, shape, form, or fashion the crucible from which the human species sprang. There’s no
Rift Valley, no Fertile Crescent, no Lascaux Cave, no Garden of Eden in the Americas. 1 Our half of the globe
is, in fact, a hemisphere of immigrants. SO . . . who were the first inhabitants of the hemisphere, from where did
they come (ie “From Whence They Came”), and why the heck come here? It’s one of the hottest, most
contested, highly controversial battles in the academic world, waged by really smart people who have little else
to do but argue a lot.
(2) The oldest accepted theory about human migration into the hemisphere is the Beringia Land-Mackenzie
Corridor Theory. About 40,000 BCE (Before Common Era), the last great ice age swept over the northern
reaches of Siberia in northeastern Asia and the northern reaches of present-day Canada in the Western
Hemisphere. Nomadic peoples living in Siberia were forced from their settlement areas by two factors, both of
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Each of these are locations in Europe, Africa, and Asia in which evidence of early formative man has been uncovered. Of course, Joe
Bob Archaeologist could uncover something today in our neck of the woods that could refute the existing paradigm. Consequently,
every statement regarding the habitation of the Americas always carries with it the caveat of theory. Pretty doggone solid theory, but
theory nonetheless. In the study of history, we go with what we know; everything else is driven by perspective.
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which matter a lot. First, since we’re talking about the latter Pleistocene Era (the last Ice Age), well, it
started getting COLD! Really cold. (Because this is Houston we don’t really understand the concept of cold of
any duration, especially a sustained cold snap like that). Existing technology being what it was, ie practically
non-existent, when the wife and kids began to resemble Smurfs because they were turning blue (letting their
“Blue Shine Through” LOLOLOL…oh man I couldn’t resist) its time to get the ol’ family unit the heck out of
Kamchatka. Consequently they went where they could: along the only exposed, non-glaciated land mass left.
See, the glaciation caused sea levels to lower drastically, exposing formerly-shallow areas of the sea bed as dry
land. Consequently, the only path out of Frozen Death Trap Siberia was east along an exposed land bridge
which connected Siberia and present-day Alaska, a passageway known as Beringia.2 Be advised: It is an
indisputable fact, supported by evidence, that massive human migration ca 35-40K BCE occurred via Beringia;
all of North America, from Alaska to the Valley of Mexico, from the Pacific to the Atlantic coasts, was
occupied by Beringia migrants. Consequently, whatever settlement pattern emerged after this migration is the
only source of controversy; that’s what all of these learned people are losing their minds about.
(3) What about the great Aztec, Mayan, and Incan empires of Central-South America? If they weren’t Beringia
migrants, from where did they emigrate? Consider this: there were NO complex indigenous empires north of the
Aztec capital of Tenochtitlan, which should tell you something. Consequently, human habitation from central
Mexico southward to Tierra del Fuego, 3 well, that’s an entirely different kettle of fish.
(4) Oh, the second reason for migration out of Siberia? C’mon, troopers; this should be obvious; it’s an effect
of reason number one. Think for a second: if you are an unsophisticated nomadic civilization, wearing nasty fur,
with no tools outside of sticks and rocks, what is your primary motivation in life? Remember, all these poor
folks care about is survival; Taylor Swift’s new CD will have to wait. HINT: this primary motivator has a lot in
common with the average teenager’s primary pursuit in life. Answer? FOOD!!!!! These people have to eat
before they can walk, build shelters, or make little baby Beringians. Gotta have food; think of yourself around
1130 (or anytime for some of you) . . . food is all that matters. Now, use your deductive powers . . . if people
have to run from the encroaching ice sheets, well, so do the critters upon which they depend for food. In other
words, nomadic peoples always follow their food source, and that’s exactly what these migrants did. As long
as the food is moving, so are they: remember this. Once you stop chasing your food and start growing it,
survival, and subsequently your rasison d’etre, becomes an issue of roots and not hooves. People stop moving
and settle down with their crops, and consequently evolve into a higher level of civilization known as sedentary.
More on this later.
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Name sound familiar? Well, when the sea level rose to its present state Beringia was one again flooded, forming the Bering Sea . . .
home to “Deadliest Catch” and “Bering Sea Gold.”
3
We’re talking the great classical American civilizations of antiquity here: The Mayans, Mixtecs (aka the Aztecs), Toltecs, Olmecs of
Mexico and Central America, as well as the Inca of Andean South America. Current scholarship and archaeological/biological
(mitochondrial DNA) evidence have proven that these folks are NOT Beringian migrants. More on them in a bit, but before you ask:
NO, they are not alien civilizations, no matter what “Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull” says. Jeez . . .
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The MacKenzie Corridor, ca 13,000 BCE. It Is The Basis For The Clovis First Paradigm

Map A: Beringia During the Late Ice Age.
Note the Mackenzie Corridor (brown arrow) in Chronological Relation to the Coastal Route (yellow).
(5) Until relatively recent the prevailing paradigm held that Beringian migrants and their wooly mammoths,
Siberian bison, and other major migratory fauna (animals) moved into Alaska and northwestern Canada, where
they became bottled up for approximately 10,000 years (a period known as the Beringia Stall) by existing
glaciers.4 However, due to climate warming, by roughly 13,000 BCE a seam appeared between the western
Cordilleran and eastern Laurentide glaciers, forming an ice corridor known as the Mackenzie Ice Corridor,
(brown arrow, Map A), through which these folks and animals could access the present-day United States.
And . . . access they did, filling out the Great Plains area from Canada to the Rio Grande, from the Rocky
Mountains to the Mississippi Valley. The oldest evidence of their presence in the Americas was discovered at
Clovis, New Mexico in 1933; the unique projectile points (below) discovered in Clovis were designed for the
big game that drove their nomadic lifestyle and became the identity factor for the Clovis Culture, which dated
back 13,000 years BCE. For years, this was the dominant theory of how the entire hemisphere became
populated, no matter how implausible it may sound. Why? Because no evidence existed for any alternative
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Tom Dillehay Settlement of the Americas, Vanderbilt University, 2000
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theory of an earlier human presence, the Clovis Culture was accepted as the baseline for all research on
hemispheric population. That is, until the 1990s. That’s when the collective archaeological poop hit the fan.

Clovis Projectile Points ca 13,000 BCE.
These Are Unique to the North American Plains . . . why?
(6) Throughout the 1980s and 90s archaeologists began discovering disturbing challenges to the Clovis theory,
namely, they found non-Clovis projectile points along with organic materials which pre-dated Clovis, and I
mean by a lot. These discoveries eventually reached down the Alaskan-Canadian Pacific coast to California,
spread across the southern US (including Texas), and into the great eastern woodlands and along the Atlantic
Coast . . . a far greater extent of cultural converge than that of Clovis, we’re talking sea to shining sea here.
Eventually, the determination was made that the FIRST human migration did NOT come via the ice free
Mackenzie Corridor, but rather down the exposed western coasts of Alaska to California (yellow arrow on Map
A). This is referred to as the Kelp Highway, or the Coastal Route. Further evidence revealed a massive and
time-consuming migration across the current American Southwest, across Texas, 5 across the Mississippi River,
and eventually filling out the vast majority of eastern America; this evidence indicated that this migration
occurred and settlements were established thousands of years before the Clovis evidence. In addition, these
were NOT nomadic big game hunters; they were hunters and gathers. It was these people who discovered that
they could grow stuff that would feed them, a more consistent and dependable food base than big animals, who
tend either to run away from or at you.
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The dominant archaeological site in central Texas is the Buttermilk Creek Complex (about 75 miles northeast of Austin), where, in
2014, archaeologists from UT and A&M discovered evidence of human habitation dating back 16,000 years BCE. In the summer of
2018 archaeologists uncovered an artifact layer at the Gault site of the Buttermilk Complex which dated to 21,000 BCE (see strata
chart on next page). These finds are consistent with discoveries in South Carolina (the Topper Site), Virginia (the Saltville Site),
Pennsylvania (the Meadowcroft Rockshelter Site), among others, that pre-date Clovis by an average of 4,000 years. At the Paisley
Cave Site in Oregon, archaeologists were able to conduct R-14 and mDNA testing on coprolites . . . that is, fossilized human poop;
they dated to 17,000 BCE. Never seen Indiana Jones messin’ a around with THAT, have ya?
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Pre-Clovis Projectile Points, ca 16,500 BCE, from the Buttermilk Creek Complex in Central Texas.
INDIANA JONES TIME!! Compare these with the Clovis Points; what does this comparison tell you
about the people who made and utilized them? Remember: these are Paleo- and Neolithic people, these
points represent the extent of their technology, which exists solely to guarantee their survival.

Summer 2018 stratigraphic (soil layer) profile of the Gault Artifact Assemblage site of the Buttermilk
Complex. The base line for the Clovis profile is ca 13,200 BCE; the range for the Gault Assemblage lies
between roughly 16,700 and 21,700 BCE . . . the oldest evidence of human presence in North America. 6
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Williams, et al “Evidence of Early Projectile Point Technology in North America at the Gault Site, Texas, USA,” Scientific Advances
vol 4, July 2018.
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(7) This challenge to the accepted orthodoxy of the “Clovis First” migrants did not pass unnoticed These
upstart coastal migrants adopted a sedentary cultural identity, which means once they found an area in
which they could grow food, they stopped moving. This is a big deal, because along with stability comes
civilization in the form of language, religious tradition, and government. These cultural attributes were
largely missing from those Great Plains Clovis nomadic groups; cultural mobility such as that typified by
nomadic groups is not conducive to cultural stability. It got ugly; the controversy which erupted between the
two theories often resulted in lawsuits and, at worst, violence, including an outright brawl in a small cantina in
Cuzco, Peru. Man, believe me: nothing’s funnier than a bunch of dorky archaeologists (they collectively look
nothing like Indiana Jones, they more resemble a group of Sheldon Coopers) throwing down on each other; it’s
reminiscent of a freshman fight. Lots of slapping.
(8) Any-who, here’s the point of this discussion, and PLEASE know this. To indigenous Americans,7 their
entire existence, their culture, is identified by the environment which sustains them. It’s all about survival,
simple as that; to these people that which sustains their existence is their God. Makes sense: if all your culture
deems vital to survival is a supply of food, then that which supplies it is tantamount to a deity. That’s why so
many civilizations world-wide worshiped the sun, our primary star being the giver of life. So, in that context, to
indigenous peoples their land, which provided them with food, was their geophysical and spiritual God.
As such, any threat to their land was an apocalyptical danger, one which must be met with unyielding
opposition . . . including death if necessary. The same applied to nomadic groups; their lands sustained the
big animals, which in turn sustained their culture. A threat to their land is a threat to their existence.
(9) It is IMPERITIVE that you grasp this dynamic. Why? Context, my friends, for two reasons. First, when a
group of people fight for their existence, they will do anything, and I mean anything. This isn’t some
idiotic political contest we’re talking about here, this is survival: cultural life or death. Consequently, when
indigenous Americans fight, it will be all or nothing. Brutal. Intense. Messy . . . because they have no choice.
Secondly, and this is chilling: To 15th and 16th century Europeans, land isn’t God. Land is money, a
commodity to be bought and sold. See where this is heading? HINT: a bad place.
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Ok, let’s talk about nomenclature. These people are commonly referred to as “Indians” because doofus Columbus thought he hit the
littoral areas of Asia in 1492; consequently the people he encountered were of India, hence “Indians.” In these days of PC (gag!) we
have tried to correctly call these people what they really are. Well, they are NOT native to the hemisphere, so they are not Native
Americans; actually the closest we can come is “First Americans,” which they themselves do not like. I use indigenous Americans, but
that’s not really accurate. So, what do they want to be called? According to Russell Means of the American Indian Movement, they
want to be called Indians to remind Caucasians of how wrong they were. This year you’ll hear me refer to them as Native Americans,
indigenous Americans, and Indians. Everyone deserves respect of racial and ethnic identity, so I’m just tryin’ to cover all the bases . . .
out of respect, not some adherence to PC.
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Map B: Current (2018) Coastal Migration Paradigm, Based on Cultural (ie artifact) Consistancy,
R14 Carbon Dating, and Mitochondrial DNA Sampling.
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Map C: Pre-Clovis Sites Throughout the Western Hemisphere.
(The Buttermilk Creek dates do not reflect the 2018 discovery)

Map D: Cultural Demographic Based on Settlement Patterns Resulting From Initial Migration.
Notice that the yellow area (hunting) is restricted between the Rocky Mountains and Mississippi Basin.
These are the Mackenzie Corridor (Clovis) migrants; their area of occupation is dependant upon their
food source. Notice the agricultural/hunter-gatherer areas? These are sedentary coastal migrants.
My point? Indigenous North American cultural identity, be it nomadic or sedentary, was dependant
upon areas of migration, which were dictated by environment.
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NORTH AMERICAN CULTURAL GROUPS
(10) As we can see from map D, that cultural identity of North American indigenous groups fell into two
primary categories: nomadic (large faunal hunters) and sedentary (agriculture, hunter/gatherers). Make no
mistake, the distinction is major, as it outlines the depth of cultural sophistication. Stable sedentary societies
are characterized by the rudiments of culture: typically language, religion, and socio-political organization,
and feature a greater population density due to the consistent availability of food; corn, beans, and squash (aka
the Three Sisters) don’t typically run from you (although they have been known to run through you. I know,
it’s gross . . . but tell me I’m wrong; we’ve all been there).
(11) It was pretty much a no-brainer for sedentary societies to locate in the dense woodlands of eastern North
America, but what about societies on the fringe of environmental adaptability for agriculture? We’re talking
areas of the American Southwest that are removed from migrating herds necessary for a nomadic culture.
Gonna take some resourceful folks to live out there in the Great American desert, and resourceful they were.

Map E: North American Pueblo and Mound Builder Cultures
(12) North American sedentary indigenous groups formed two basic groups based on cultural markers:
Puebloans and mound builders. The distance between the two groups did not preclude their sedentary
identities; it is notable that they maintained and expanded extensive trade networks8 to better facilitate their
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On a 1996 dig in North Louisiana my team uncovered obsidian projectile points and tools. Obsidian is volcanic glass, and since
there are no volcanoes in Louisiana, how did they get there? Simple: trade with an aim to render their technology more effective.
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society. Shared technology and the recognition of its necessity is a hallmark of sedentary culture, and was
conspicuous by virtue of its absence among nomadic peoples.
(13) The Puebloan societies of the North American southwest were dominated by the Anasazi and Hohokam
cultures (and to a lesser extent Mongollon sub-cultures). Of all North American indigenous cultures, they were
most reminiscent of the complex civilizations to their south (Mexico, Mesoamerica). Anasazi culture featured
concise settlements such as Taos and Acoma, but the center of Anasazi culture was a pueblo complex known as
Chaco Canyon, which consisted of adobe dwellings centered adjacent to meandering stream.

Pueblo Bonita, the socio-religious center of Chaco Canyon.
Note the small stream in the extreme lower right; this was literally their lifeline. Societal expansion
required improved technology (irrigation); necessity, of course, being the mother of invention.
(14) Of course, in the arid southwest desert, the smart money says that Chaco’s days were numbered, and of
course they were: no water (after all, it’s a desert for a reason), no food, no life. At some point the population
abandoned the settlement9 and scattered to other areas north, such as the Mesa Verde cliff dwellings in
Colorado. Some of the resultant cultural groups remain today, most prominently the Navajo and Hopi. The
mysterious Anasazi, however, eventually disappeared from sight.

The Hundred Handprints Petroglyph at Chaco Canyon.
These Anazasi Rock Drawings Are About All That Remains of Their Culture.
9

Regarding the abandonment of Chaco Canyon, as well as other Anasazi settlements, evidence points to the great curse of
indigenous cultures: overpopulation which outstrips the ability of the land to feed it. “Effects of an Ancient Baby Boom in
Southwestern Native Americans,” Washington State University, Physics Org June 2014.
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Puebloan Cliff Dwellings at Mesa Verde in Southern Colorado
(15) The mound builders were far more extensive and permanent than were the Puebloans (see Maps E and F).
They were typified by the construction of earthen mounds for a variety of purposes: political, religious, civic (as
in middens and burial grounds). I mean they were (and still are) everywhere. They are symbolic of the
consistency of the eastern sedentary culture; their widespread presence indicates the range of sedentary peoples.

Map F: Demographic Distribution of the Mound Building Cultures.
Note the chronological division into the Adena, Hopewell, and Mississippian cultural groups.
What about Spiro in Oklahoma, you say?
I dunno; guess there’s always some non-social types that can’t play well with others.
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The Great Serpent Mound in Ohio, Legacy of the Adena Culture.

The Mississippian Poverty Point Mounds in Northern Louisiana.
(I was fortunate to be able to conduct graduate field labs here.)
(16) It is important to know that the designation of Adena, Hopewell, and Mississippian refers levels of
definitive organized societies, and not merely habitation. Humans had populated these areas for an estimated
14,000 years prior to societal organization. This is important because it points to a societal evolution based on
its own legacy: sedentary culture. Consequently the mound builder culture was imbedded in a cultural
legacy tens of thousands of years old. It would do you well to remember this; it will be of immense
importance later.
(17) Now . . . just because mound building societies had settled into the indigenous good life in North America
doesn’t mean they hadn’t opened a can of whoop-butt on their environment. The misconception that
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indigenous peoples were stewards of the land and lived in perfect harmony with nature is referred to as
Holmberg’s Mistake (you’ll read more about that in a minute). For example: when indigenous peoples require
extra acreage to plant maize they would employ slash and burn techniques to clear the land. Problem? Well, in
some areas removing vegetation and trees resulted in erosion and the loss of topsoil, not to mention removing
tree resources, possibly forever. The classic example comes from the greatest mound builder cultural center in
North America, Cahokia, a Mississippian complex located on the Mississippi River near present-day St. Louis.
The only mound builder city of any note, Cahokia was eventually abandoned ala Chaco Canyon after its people
tried to divert their water source, a small creek which was drying up due to the Mississippi changing its channel,
to a junction with another creek. Result? Both creeks dried up; the Mississippi, which couldn’t care less,
changed its channel away from the settlement, and these goobers were left high and dry. Wasn’t long before the
largest settlement in North American was abandoned due to starvation, because some dolt messed with Mother
Nature’s master plan.10 “Harmony with nature?” Right.

Artist’s Rendition of Cahokia, the Largest (and only) North American City

Cahokia Today.
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Cahokia was the largest population center in North America, composing of an estimated 200,000 people at its height. It was the
closest thing North America had to a city on the Mesoamerican scale.
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(18) There is an important distinction to remember about Puebloans and mound builders. Mound builders
represent the North American indigenous population in context with a sedentary cultural identity and
longevity. Puebloans, on the other hand, were relatively scarce and covered a relatively small area because their
population density was dependent upon their food source; exceed this allowance, kiss your population
goodbye. In short, mound builders were widespread and more numerous because their environment allowed it.
So what have we learned? These cultures, all of them, represented a direct reflection of their means of
survival. Why does that matter? Simple . . . because Europeans did not. Result? Won’t be long before a
cultural tsunami heading west from Europe will slam the Americas, brought to these shores for perpetuity
aboard Columbus’s Santa Maria, Nina, and Pinta. World history has yet to recover.
MEXICO AND MESOAMERICA
(19) From the “what makes then different makes them important” contextual philosophy . . . We need to take a
look at the southern reaches of the hemisphere, ie Mexico, Central America (aka Mesoamerica), and Andean
South America; they will have more of a far-reaching effect on American history than you may realize. While
the societal groups of the northern reaches of Mexico, such as the Mexica, carried mixed traces of a cultural
identity with the coastal Beringia migrants, archaeological evidence, carbon dating, and mitochondrial DNA
testing have indicated that the primary cultural matrix for settlement south of the Rio Grande in these
areas was not primarily of Siberian origin; rather, the farther south you go the more you discover a more
dominant genetic brand of sea-faring peoples of southeastern Asian island groups and even northern Australia. 11
Fishermen of these maritime cultures found themselves caught up in the eastward flowing Humboldt Current
(probably by mistake) which drove them straight to the southern reaches of Peru. Archaeological and R14
evidence was uncovered at the Monte Verde site in the Patagonia region of southern Peru that dated back
16,000 years BCE . . . a full 3000 years older than Clovis,12 while mtDNA (mitochondrial DNA)13 evidence
shows a B2 haplogroup14 trace to Southeastern Asiatic peoples. The majority of these people did not migrate to
the tip of the hemisphere from Beringia.
(20) The cultural identities of these southern peoples were vastly different than their cousins to the north. These
people stumbled across areas in which supported farming, hunting, and gathering, and consequently started off
as sedentary societies. However, the environment’s capability to sustain massive populations was limited and
strained; consequently, these peoples determined that in order to survive, they would have to control the
availability of their precious resources through systems of resource allocation (typically through a politicalreligious hierarchy, you know, priests, quasi-deity kings, etc). Indeed, increasing competition between
groups for these scarce resources necessitated the formation of defensive military societies designed to
protect their resources from other groups. Of course, it’s only a short hop from defensive to offensive
military identity, so these cultural areas all formulated armies and quasi-military societies . . . something
not present in North American cultural groups. The result? Mexico-Mesoamerica-Andean Peru were
typified by empires which had been built through military conquest ala Rome. North American
indigenous groups did not have this identity, existing only in small self-contained villages featuring little
or no military identity.
(21) To further control the security of their societies, these groups also featured a political-religious hierarchy
which featured governance through the legitimacy of their deity. To control the masses and guarantee the level
11

Dillehay, Settlement of the Americas.
This migration dynamic . . . nautical migration via the Humboldt Current . . . has been determined the reason for settlement on
Easter Island, famous for its statuesque heads. There are striking cultural similarities, such as carved statuary, in Mexico, particularly
with the Olmecs (who featured their own carved head, forerunners to the Maya, in the waist of Mexico. Man this stuff is so cool!!
13
Mitochondrial DNA designates is the presence of maternal genetic material, it can only be inherited from the mother.
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A haplogroup refers to the consistent presence of a singular genetic signature which originated from a singular parent genetic base.
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of resource allocation, these societies formed cities, as opposed to the isolated villages of North America. The
cultural evolution from an agrarian sedentary culture to city-states of Mexico-Mesoamerica-Peru resulted in the
highest level of cultural identities: the complex civilization.
NOTE: It would be a good idea to consider what factors determines a society’s cultural identity (nomadic,
sedentary, complex), and what effect these factors have on the society.
(22) Here’s why this matters: when Europeans bump and stumble throughout the New World, their encounters
with indigenous peoples will be vastly different depending upon which society . . . sedentary, complex, or
nomadic . . . they encounter. Consequently, the Spanish experience in the southern reaches of the hemisphere
will be VASTLY different than those of the English in the north; this dynamic is of major contextual
importance.
(23) OK, we’ve determined that cultures are pretty much identified by what they eat and how they obtain food,
so lets briefly look at determinates. In other words, if you are sedentary and settle an area because of its ability
to feed you, well, what are you eating? Has to be something that will pretty much grow anywhere and still have
solid nutritional value. Don’t sell these people short; they grew a bunch of stuff and woofed it all down.
However, there is only one “super-food,” if you will (no, not Torchy’s or Cane’s): corn, or as the natives called
it maize. Don’t downplay the importance of maize; it is the mother of American civilization. Without maize,
sedentary peoples would have no basic crop which could sustain them on such a wide scale. Maize, together
with squash and beans (those Three Sisters again) is the reason that these cultures experienced stability and
were consequently able to develop economic systems through trade networks, experience cultural diversity
through interaction, as well as develop agrarian technology such as deforestation and irrigation. Indeed, maize
was the bringer and guarantor of New World indigenous civilization.
(24) The story of corn is A-MAIZE-ING! (Man that’s so corny its lame . . . but if you think that’s bad, wait ‘til
you get a load of Mr. Raney). In its mature form, maize first made its way via migration and trade from Mexico
some 7000 years BCE. Mature form? Amazingly (to me anyway; I find this stunning) maize is not a product of
natural origin. It is a genetic miracle, genetically engineered by peoples over a period of thousands of years
from a species called teosinte to the corn we know today.15

The Genetic Evolution from Teosinte (left) to Maize (right); Like Going from Goldfish to Doritos.
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Another genetic miracle is the common potato. In its wild form it was poisonous and killed God knows how many people; in other
words, you eat a potato you die. However, it grew anywhere, so, like maize, over the years a strain was developed which was nontoxic and consequently a major source of carbs. Man, we don’t give these people enough credit . . . still, who wants to be the guy that
taste-tests the toxicity of the potatoes? What’s their legacy: Death By Potato, or “Spud-icide?”
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(25) From circa 19,000 years BCE (the settlement period differs from area to area) indigenous Americans lived
and thrived as best they could; however this does NOT mean they didn’t have to screw around with their
environment from time to time. Now, let’s be clear about something: as previously stated, the traditional
narrative about these people living in perfect harmony with the land and each other has been proven to
be pure crap. They warred on each other just like any Europeans did for different reasons (typically resources,
although Aztecs and Maya were known to raid neighbors for slaves and sacrificial victims), and they were in no
way peaceful stewards of the land, no matter how holy they regarded it. This myth originated in the 1920s by a
Harvard archaeologist named Allen Holmberg. While wandering through Guatemala in search of lost
civilizations he determined that the reason the jungle was so unforgiving was that the natives had left it
untouched due to their reverence. His conclusion was that ALL native peoples so revered the land that they dare
not harm it lest the gods kick their indigenous butts. That’s a pretty bold statement when you consider that (a)
he was judging an entire hemisphere on roughly 100 square miles of tropical territory, and (b) the inhabitants of
Guatemala didn’t touch the jungles because there was no reason to do so. They lived on a geographical
landscape we refer to as Karst topography, which means it is a limestone base which does not hold water. Water
seeps through the limestone topsoil into underground rivers and reservoirs, some of which, known as cenotes,
are exposed and provide sources of scarce fresh water. Plants, including jungle growth, have shallow root
systems, which doesn’t fare well for maize cultivation. In short, there was no widespread cultivation of maize,
in fact the Mesoamerican societies became known for utilizing a system of raised fields, called milpas, which
featured layers of man-made soil, embellished by ashes from mass deforestation, upon which maize could
establish root systems. In some undeveloped parts of the Yucatan and Central America milpas are still being
used for this purpose. In other words, the people of Guatemala located their cities near sources of water, where
they built their milpas and cities. They had no reason to try and fight the jungle, but it wasn’t out of reverence, a
point Holmberg missed. This misconception regarding the relationship between indigenous Americans and
their environment is known as Holmberg’s Mistake.16
(26) Well, we’re nearing 1492, and we have a hemisphere of folks hoofin’ and woofin’, farmin’ and armin’;
that’s the demographic of the Americas up to European contact, who, once they arrive, just won’t go home. To
this point Western Hemispheric life had been relatively (and that’s the key word) peaceful, although multitudes
of the victims of human sacrifice or Aztec/Incan aggression would beg to differ. However, what peace that
existed would be shattered on many levels once Columbus set foot on San Salvador. For indigenous America, it
was the beginning of the end of an existence and way of life that began millennia ago. However, they will not
“go gently into that good night.”
(27) Before we talk contact, we need to talk numbers; one of the most heated arguments today centers around
an unanswerable question: how many people lived in the Western Hemisphere at the time of European contact
in 1492? (I’ve heard some of these throw-downs at conferences; it’s really fun to watch these old dweebs rail at
each other over an issue for which they cannot possibly deliver an answer. I tell ya, it gets personal). We
obviously cannot determine the depth of the human toll of European contact (disease etc) unless we have a
baseline population. However, simply put, we have no way of knowing; indigenous peoples didn’t take a census.
However, this doesn’t stop speculation, and some of the most dangerous cases of people using history as a
weapon comes from such a dynamic (the Nazis were masters of this practice when offering their version of
“historical” legitimacy for their so-called Aryan racial policies . . . that’s why Indiana Jones was chasing after
them for the Ark of the Covenant and Holy Grail). Anyway, estimates of a hemispheric indigenous population
range from a high mark of 100 million to a lower number of 10 million, according to figures cited by Alan
16

For the record, Holmberg also claimed that the majestic Mayan ruins at Palenque and Uxmal could not have possibly been
constructed by these poor, unsophisticated, primitive peoples. Obviously the construction had to be of alien origin; Holmberg
theorized these structures were constructed by the Lost Tribes of Israel, wandering bands of Chinese explorers, and even, you got it:
extraterrestrials (at a time where such a suggestion was regarded as an indication that the archaeologist was perhaps ingesting native
jungle hallucinogens). Yep, there’s your Harvard education.
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Taylor in The American Colonies: The Settling of North America, 17 a widely-respected college text. North
American population estimates range from a low of 2.1 million to a high of 18 million. 18 However, most
archaeologists, sociologists, and anthropologists who study the issue focus on an approximate hemispheric
population baseline of around 50 million, while the University of Wisconsin’s David Henige thinks they are all
full of crap, stating “many population figures are the result of arbitrary formulas selectively applied to numbers
from unreliable historical sources . . . there is not sufficient evidence to produce population numbers that have
any real meaning. This modern trend of high estimates is nothing more than “pseudo-scientific numbercrunching.” All of these figures are the products of presumption based on mathematic deduction, and while the
process may be sound the results are no closer to the truth . . . which we can and will never know. So, beware of
pre-Columbian population figures by anyone (and this includes primary sources) that does not contain some sort
of disclaimer such as the word “estimated” or “approximate.”19

Map G: Cultural Demographic of the Americas at the Time of the Encounter (ca 1492).
CONSIDER the cultural identity of indigenous peoples when encountering Europeans.
17

Alan Taylor The American Colonies: The Settling of North America, University of Virginia, 2002.
Henry Dobyns Their Number Become Thinned: Population Dynamics in North America, University of Oklahoma, 1983.
19
David Henige Numbers from Nowhere, University of Wisconsin, 1998. Henige argues that the “high counters” estimates are for
little more than shock value when considering the deadly effects of European contact, stated to support an agenda rather than fact,
stating that “whether 90% of 100 million or 90% of 5 million died due to European contact. . . including diseases” still constitutes a
horrific human disaster. In other words, one dead Indian is one dead Indian too many, despite how many others also die. He’s arguing
that some people can’t see the forest for the trees, that they are missing the point. This happens a lot in history, watch out for it.
18
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SECTION II: THE ENCOUNTER
1492 CE-1607 CE
Key Concept: (We will cover the aspects of this Key Concept in class)
Contact among Europeans, Native Americans, and Africans resulted in the Columbian Exchange and
significant social, cultural, and political changes on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean.
I. European expansion into the Western Hemisphere generated intense social, religious, political, and
economic competition and changes within European societies.
A) European nations’ efforts to explore and conquer the New World stemmed from a search for
new sources of wealth, economic and military competition, and a desire to spread
Christianity.
B) The Columbian Exchange brought new crops to Europe from the Americas, stimulating
European population growth, and new sources of mineral wealth, which facilitated the
European shift from feudalism to capitalism.
C) Improvements in maritime technology and more organized methods for conducting
international trade, such as joint-stock companies, helped drive changes to economies in
Europe and the Americas.
Key Concepts:
A. The development of the Spanish Empire in the Western Hemisphere resulted in extensive
demographic, economic, and social changes.
A) Spanish exploration and conquest of the Americas were accompanied and furthered by
widespread deadly epidemics that devastated native populations and by the introduction of
crops and animals not found in the Americas. The reciprocal introduction of American plants,
animals, and disease in Europe is known as the Columbian Exchange.
B) In the labor system known as the encomienda Spanish colonial economies marshaled Native
American labor to support commodity-based agriculture and extract precious metals and
other resources.
C) In Mexico the Spanish primarily relied on Indian labor for their agricultural and mining labor.
Other European traders partnered with some West African groups who practiced slavery to
forcibly extract slave labor for the Americas; the enslaved Africans provided a captive,
long-term labor force necessary to facilitate large scale commodity agriculture. Due to native
depopulation only in their island possessions did the Spanish resort to African slave labor.
D) The Spanish developed a caste system that incorporated, and carefully defined the status of,
the diverse population of Europeans, Africans, and Native Americans in their empire.
B. In their interactions, Europeans and Native Americans asserted divergent worldviews regarding
issues such as religion, gender roles, family, land use, and power.
A) Mutual misunderstandings between Europeans and Native Americans often defined the early
years of interaction and trade as each group sought to make sense of the other. Over time,
Europeans and Native Americans adopted some useful aspects of each other’s culture.
B) As European encroachments on Native Americans’ lands and demands on their labor
increased, native peoples sought to defend and maintain their political sovereignty, economic
prosperity, religious beliefs, and concepts of gender relations through diplomatic negotiations
and military resistance.
C) Extended contact with Native Americans and Africans fostered a debate among European
religious and political leaders about how non-Europeans should be treated, as well as
evolving religious, cultural, and racial justifications for the subjugation of Africans and
Native Americans.
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THE ENCOUNTER

Map H: The Post-Tordesillas Spanish/Portuguese New World
(We are going to cover the motivation for and evolution of European exploration in class, so we’ll fast forward
to the instance when Europeans came to the New World . . . and stayed.)
(28) You all know what Columbus did; must’ve been a biggy because we get out of school for it. However, it’s
what happened after Columbus sailed the ocean blue and decided to set up shop in the New World that concerns
us. It’s not the most pleasant of tales, but it opened the door for the conquest, subjugation, and subsequent
European occupation of the New World . . . albeit at the expense of the hemispheres’ original inhabitants.
(29) After the signing of the Treaty of Tordesillas Spain set about the business of settling her newly-acquired
lands and gleaning what wealth the New World held. The list of Spanish explorers—the conquistadors—is long
and distinguished: Francisco Pizzaro with conquest of the Inca of Peru; Ponce de Leon searching for the
Fountain of Youth in Florida; Hernando Coronado and his quest for Cibola, the Seven Cities of Gold in
Colorado; the brutal Hernando De Soto and his decimation of the native population of the American southeast
(his food source was a heard of European pigs, which introduced deadly Swine Flu to the native population).
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Map I: Spaniards Going Nuts in North America.

BE ADVISED: HENANDO DE SOTO WAS NOT A NICE MAN.
De Soto was the most brutal of the conquistadors; he ravaged the American southeast in a rampage of
disease, death, and atrocity. That mastiff (bad dog) looks hungry; wanna guess what’s for dinner?
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Indeed all of the explorers left significant marks on the New World, but we are going to focus briefly on the
dude that, in 1519, initiated the Spanish incursion into mainland America: Hernán Cortez and his conquest of
the Aztec Empire.
(30) Cortez is a study in ambition unrestrained. He was a mid-level Spanish bureaucrat serving the Spanish
governor of Cuba, Diego Velazquez, but that administrative roles was far too pedestrian. Restless and starved
for glory Cortez requested permission from Velasquez to launch an expedition to explore mainland Mexico,
only to be refused by the equally-ambitious governor. Having been dealt this setback, Cortez pulled a Scalia: he
went ahead and did it anyway. Cortez sailed (snuck) out of Cuba in the middle of the night and landed on the
east coast of Mexico a week later. Once ashore he heard stories of a mighty empire of whom the local natives
were petrified. Never one to turn his back on Mr. Opportunity, Cortez supplemented his 200 Spanish troops
with local natives who thirsted for revenge against the dreaded Triple Alliance, of whom the dominant tribe
were the fearsome marauders from the Atzlan region of northwest Mexico, the Mixtecs (aka Aztecs). 20 His
march from present-day Vera Cruz west to the Imperial Valley of Mexico and the Aztec capital of Tenochtitlan
(present-day Mexico City) is legendary and featured unparalleled instances of both diplomacy and brutality.
(31) On one hand, Cortez was able to practice practical diplomacy by capitalizing on the local population’s
hatred of the Aztecs and their emperor, Mocteczuma. In an amazing stroke of good fortune, Cortez was able to
overcome the barrier of language; in the village of Potonchan he discovered a young woman, Malinche, whose
native language was the local Nahuatl, but due to her captivity by the Mayans had been exposed to Spanish
from earlier conquistadors exploring the Yucatan. Through diplomacy Cortez was able to take Malinche with
him as his interpreter, and later, his mistress . . . an event which held tremendous consequences. 21
(32) On the other hand Cortez exhibited horrific brutality. Upon nearing the Aztec holy city of Cholula,
Cortez’s spies informed him that the Cholulan priesthood was loyal to Moctecuzuma and had planned an
ambush to capture the unsuspecting Spaniards. 22 In a pre-emptive move Cortez gathered the entire population
of Cholula into the walled city on the premise of direction for their forced conversion to Catholicism (known as
the requirimento). Once inside the walls, Cortez ordered the gates closed and every man, woman, and child
slaughtered . . . an “acceptable” action in line with the Spanish Catholic policy of “just war.”23
(33) Cortez and his troops entered the Aztec capital of Tenochtitlan, and after an initial period of peace and
diplomatic goodwill, Cortez became impatient with Moctecuzuma due to the lack of gold being delivered to the
Spanish. In one of the epic and chilling episodes of the Spanish-Aztec encounter, Cortez informed the Aztec
emperor that the Spanish suffered from a debilitating disease, one which only gold could cure. This comment
relayed the desperation attached to the Spanish desire for gold, and that they would stop at nothing to obtain it.
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The Triple Alliance was a political/military n alliance between the city states of Texcoco, Tlacopan, and Tenochtitlan. The dominant
tribe in the alliance, the Mixtecs of Tenochtitlan, was feared by all; indeed they were pretty much a Mexican version of Genghis
Kahn’s Mongol Hordes. Bad hombres. Because they originated from the Atzlan region, they were colloquially known as the “devils
from Atzlan,” or, in the native Nahuatl, the Aztecs.
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Malinche, or La Dona Marina to Mexicans, is considered the Mother of Mexico. Her relationship with Cortez (he eventually
married her, but kept her in Mexico lest his OTHER WIFE in Spain find out) produced the first mixing of European and indigenous
blood, which produced an entirely new ethnicity known as mestizo. The majority of the contemporary Mexican demographic is of
mestizo ethnicity.
22
Oddly enough, despite their reputation as murderous warriors, the Aztecs did not typically seek death as the result of war. They
sought to capture their enemies in order to enslave them or offer as sacrifice. Either way, death was probably preferable.
23
Context here. The concept of just war has its origins in ancient Greece. Socrates had stated that even though war was immoral,
killing for the sake of purification was justified. In the 1551 Valladolid Debate the Spanish crown and the Vatican determined that
New World natives were savage pagans and thus not fit for salvation, consequently killing them in war was justified because death
was their only form of salvation. . . . sort of saving them from themselves deal.
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The Massacre at Cholula from The Broken Spears, the Aztec account of Cortez’ conquest.

Cortez (dude with ridiculous feathered hat) and Malinche (behind him wondering what’s up with the
ridiculous feathered hat) meet Aztec nobles in Tenochtitlan. (From The Broken Spears.) Oh yeah, check
out the dude behind Malinche holding the turkey. Cortez’ conquistadors were the first Europeans to eat
turkey.
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30 June 1520: La Noche Triste (the “Sad Night”), in which the Aztecs evicted the Spanish from
Tenochtitlan after Cortez executed Moctecuzuma. Note the Aztec war club, the macuahuitl, the primary
weapon of the Aztec warrior. The rectangular edges are obsidian (volcanic glass) inserts.
(34) In May 1521, after a series of skirmishes, outright slaughter, and eviction, Cortez finally stormed
Tenochtitlan and decimated the remaining defenders. Now, consider this: Cortez had an estimated 500 troops,
250 of which were Spanish soldiers, the rest natives who hated the Aztecs. Moctecuzuma, on the other hand,
could put more than 20,000 fanatical Aztec warriors into the field. So . . . what happened? The answer is not
what you may think. Sure, the Spanish had gunpowder and guns and shiny armor and probably smelled really
bad to the Aztecs. (Aztec order of battle: “Attack upwind! Attack upwind!” IT’S A JOKE PEOPLE) Aztec
memoirs such as The Broken Spears indicate that the deciding factors included the ability of Spanish Toledo
steel swords to hold an edge during combat, the ability of Spanish armor to deflect the dreaded (and effective)
Aztec war club, and most of all, the Spanish use of “giant deer” . . . that’s what the Aztecs perception of horses.
More than any other military factor horses put the fear of Huitzilopochtli (the Aztec supreme deity) into Aztec
warriors; it took awhile for them to figure out that a man on horseback was just that: a human riding an animal,
and not one really weird species divinely bred for war. However, in the midst of these innovations, there is one,
major, BIG TIME reason for the Aztec defeat, as well as the reason for total defeat of indigenous nations, in the
New World. Ironically, its effectiveness was a non-intended consequence of the Encounter.
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Aztec rendition of the decimation wrought on by smallpox.
Unintended biological warfare.

Smallpox, Typhus, Malaria . . . bad news, hombres.
The dark side of the Columbian Exchange few care to acknowledge.
(Remember the section about population numbers? Notice the graph tells you it’s an estimate)
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(35) Cortez’ defeat of the Aztec had three major repercussions. First, it launched a series of Spanish
explorations by Cortez’s own soldiers (Pizzaro, Coronado, De Soto) to replicate Cortez’ success. Second, it
manifest the Spanish presence in the New World as an imperial presence, with Cuba, Mexico, the Caribbean
and Andean regions of South America constituting the New World Spanish Empire. The relevance? Well, folks,
travel south across the Rio Grande and continue to Tierra Del Fuego (the southernmost tip of Peru) and answer
me this: What language do you hear spoken? What religion do you see practiced? Considering that language
and religion are the cornerstones of culture, well, these folks didn’t just dream up speaking Spanish and
practicing Catholicism. They are the lasting vestiges of the Spanish Empire in the Americas, the dominant
European cultural influence in the Western Hemisphere . . . then and now.
(36) The third repercussion isn’t so easily digested, as Spain did not explore and settle in the New World
simply for the sake of thumbing their nose at the rest of Europe. They were there for business, national power,
and salvation, you know, the old “God, Glory, and Gold” deal. Consequently, after the conquest of the Aztecs
they set about converting Mexico into New Spain, with all the God, glory, and gold implicit in its mercantile
colonial raison d’etre. In order to mine the precious metals, grow the tobacco and/or sugar, or access any other
commodity for export to Spain, the Spanish conquerors needed a source of labor . . . cheap, disposable labor,
and lots of it. Their efforts gleaning commodities from their New World colonial possessions were, in fact,
successful to the point that Spain opened up the first of the trans-Atlantic trade routes. (See Map J). However, to
maintain the labor force requisite for its continuation, they increased their dependence on the vanquished
natives to increase commodity output.
(37) For context, it’s important to understand the influence and ultimate effect of religion in Spanish colonial
motivation. For roughly 800 years the Spanish kingdoms, primarily Aragon and Castile, (there was no political
entity known as “Spain”) waged war to evict Moorish Muslims (the Almohads) from the southern half of the
Iberian Peninsula. This conflict culminated in the Reconquista, the 1492 conquest of Granada, in which the
Castillian-Argonese armies evicted the Almohads from the Peninsula, a move which ultimately resulted in the
unification of Spain under the Catholic rulers Ferdinand and Isabel. Because they occupied and conquered
territory occupied by people alien to the Catholic faith (pagans to Catholics), the Reconquista carried with it
religious legitimacy; the subsequent occupation of the Iberian Peninsula carried with it a mandate to evict the
infidel Muslims (and Jews), or, in the case of those that chose to remain in Spain, convert them to Catholicism.
To accommodate the occupation of former Almohad lands, land grants were awarded to the Spanish Catholic
conquerors (conquistadors), who were allowed to retain the former Muslim owners and workers as a labor
source, a system known as the encomienda (more on this little gem later). Conquered Muslims and Jews were
informed of this system through Church-mandated order known as the requirimento. The requirimento was
simply an order to inform conquered peoples of their responsibility to convert to the Catholic faith of suffer the
consequences, which were justified through the concept of just war. The Reconquista provides context for
the Spanish conquest of the New World; the socio-political-religious dynamic initiated by the Reconquista,
particularly the encomienda, and requirimento, laid the foundation for ALL future Spanish colonial endeavors.
Columbus and subsequent Spanish explorers exported these to the New World. Its effects were (and still are)
staggering.
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Map J: The Spanish Atlantic and Inter-Caribbean Trade Routes. Keep in mind: the presence of ships
ferrying precious metals along these routes couldn’t be kept secret for long. Notice the proximity of the
treasure fleets (flotas) to the North American Atlantic Coast; pay attention to where the flotas turned east.
(38) As you know, the primary reason for the Spanish presence in the New World was mercantilism; God and
glory are fine, but the search for specie provided the reason for each. To coordinate Spanish colonial matters in
their New World empire, in 1503 Queen Isabella ordered the formation of the Casa de la Contratación, or
“House of Trade.” This royal organization was responsible for all matters colonial, including setting export
quotas for the colonies. As the amount and quality of imports arriving from the New World developed
consistency, the Casa increased demand. Because Spanish entrepreneurs in the colonies were obligated to pay
the Crown a portion of their output in order to keep their land holdings, it was always in their best interest to
increase the amount and frequency of their exports . . . the more for the Crown, the more for themselves. The
more output, the more labor required; of this need for disposable labor emerged somewhat-forgotten aspect of
the Columbian Exchange: the encomienda, crucible of the Black Legend.
(39) The encomienda set the precedent for the Spanish colonial labor system in the Spanish Caribbean and later
in Mexico. Spanish soldiers, known as encomienderos, were rewarded for their service with land holdings and
sufficient native labor with which they could glean commodities from the land. It is important to remember that,
first and foremost, for better or worse, the encomienda, was an economic endeavor which featured a captive
labor source. It will set the precedent for other European labor systems in their colonial possessions; if you
think there existed a potential for abuse, well, can’t argue with that assumption.
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Be Sure You Understand the Dynamic of Intent Versus Reality. (It’s a big deal.)
(40) The encomienderos were allowed to remain lords of their land holdings, and actually increased their
holdings, as long as their land was productive, with, of course, a requisite tax and portion of the yield submitted
to the Crown. As part of the land allocation agreement, encomienderos were allotted a number of Indians to
utilize as labor, under the proviso that they care for and Christianize the natives to the Catholic faith. Now,
understand that no royal colonial officials actually checked to make sure the encomienderos were abiding by the
agreement, why should they care as long as they Crown’s quota was met? You should be able to see what’s
coming here; the encomienderos couldn’t care less about caring for their native laborers; if Indians died due to
overexposure, disease, starvation, or brutality (which they did by the thousands) the encomienderos could
always acquire more. The obvious hypocrisy of a Christian nation abusing native peoples in the name of Christ
did not go unnoticed by Spain’s rivals, as rumors of the abuses perpetuated by this brutal system raged
throughout Europe.24 These horrific atrocities, both real and imagined, became known as La Leyenda Negra:
The Black Legend.
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Ah, morality as a weapon. In his history of the Black Legend (La Leyende Negra, 1997) contemporary Spanish historian Alfredo
Alvar defines the propaganda aspects of the Black Legend as “"the careful distortion of the history of a nation, perpetrated by its
enemies, in order to better fight it. And a distortion as monstrous as possible, with the goal of achieving a specific aim: the moral
disqualification of the nation, whose supremacy must be fought in every way possible.” What do you think: Is Alvar accurate or
merely being an apologist here? Depends on who you ask (perspective!)
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(41) Now, understand that the point of contention surrounding the propaganda aspects of the Black Legend
involved the extent and depth of the atrocities; no one denied its existence. It wasn’t pretty, featuring the worst
aspects of what we would today consider rampant ethnocentricity and racism. It stands to reason that the
indigenous victims of this system weren’t terribly fond of being brutalized in their ancestral home, consequently,
in the face of increasing native revolts on the encomiendas (jeez, what did they have to lose?), someone back in
Spain, which was under increasing pressure to control the excesses of the encomienderos, was going to take
notice. . . . and notice they did.
(42) In 1512, the Crown, under papal pressure, responded to the rumors of the Black Legend by passing the
Laws of Burgos, the first set of laws designed to govern Spanish behavior in the New World. Although the
laws called for the humane treatment of the natives, the only lasting (and, as it turned out, enforced) effect was
the provision that all natives were to be converted to Christianity. However, the extent to which the Laws of
Burgos were ignored was exposed by a failed encomiendero who entered seminary and became a Dominican
priest, Fray Bartolomé Las Casas, who wrote a scathing indictment of Spanish encomienda policy in his book
A Short History of the Destruction of the Indies. Las Casas’ book featured lurid illustrations, horrific
descriptions, and in some cases, outlandish claims . . . it was, in effect, just as much propaganda as exposé.
European readers were incensed at the Church’s involvement in such horror, and in 1542 King Charles V issued
an update to the Laws of Burgos known as the New Laws of the Indies, or simply, the New Laws. The New
Laws replicated the dictates of the Burgos Laws, but applied them specifically to the encomienderos, the
primary abusers of native labor. The laws limited the amount of land an individual could hold, it placed
restrictions on the amount of political power that the encomienderos held in colonial government (which had
spiraled out of control), and limited the number of natives employed as forced labor. The overall effect, as you
might suspect, was a bunch of PO’d encomienderos, so much so that sporadic encomiendero revolts sprang up
throughout Mexico and Peru. As the controversy raged out of control, it was obvious that a definitive
determination was necessary.
(43) To address the crisis, in 1551 Charles V convened a meeting in the city of Valladolid of clerics, nobles, and
other officials to gain consensus for a definitive royal colonization policy. The resulting Valladolid Debate
(1550–1551) was the first moral debate in European history to discuss the rights and treatment of a
colonized people by colonizers. We will discuss the particulars of this historic debate in class, because its
determinations reverberated through history and had a direct effect on the future United States of America. In
other words . . . within the context of Spanish precedent, do you think the English of the early 17 th century were
cognizant of Spanish colonial experiences in the 16th? Stay tuned!

Theodero de Bry’s Illustration of the Black Legend
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The Black Legend.
De Bry illustrations from Las Casas’ Destruction of the Indies
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Illustrations from The Destruction of the Indies.
For Your Consideration: Las Casas’ wrote his book to persuade Christians to pressure the Church and
Crown to alleviate the suffering of indigenous peoples, consequently it was a work of propaganda . . .
righteous propaganda, but propaganda nonetheless. Considering the graphic nature of the artwork (and
text), to what extent do you think that this could be a case of a work being accurate, but not necessary
true? What propaganda device is Las Casas utilizing for effect?
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ENTER THE CHURCH
(44) The Catholic Church, which was continually involved with a power struggle tug of war with the Crown (as
well as Martin Luther’s Protestant revolt, the Reformation), knew an opportunity when it saw one. As such, and
to address the confusion of Valladolid (and enforce its mandates) they demanded that the Casa de las
Contratación revert to Church control and, more importantly, control over the indigenous peoples of the
New World. In the aftermath of the Black Legend revelations, the Crown had little choice but to acquiesce, and
by 1600, the Catholic Church entered the indigenous assimilation business. It was an event of mammoth
proportions for the New World.
(45) The Church, primarily the Franciscans, Dominicans, and the Soldiers of Christ (the Jesuits), had little
stomach for the abuses of the encomienda; their concerns lie not with native labor as a benefit to Spanish
landowners but rather the salvation and assimilation of the native population into Catholic Spanish society.
Obviously, to do so would incorporate extensive immersion in the Spanish language, as well as the Catholic
catechism. They sought not to present the encomienderos with new Christian laborers; they sought to present
New Spain with new self-sustaining Catholic citizens. To accomplish this mission, they systematically replaced
the encomienda system (which never actually completely disappeared) with the machinery of assimilation, the
mission. (Understand this system, in one form or another it will be around for quite a while; it will spread into
English North America and, ultimately, the United States).
(46) The mission was the first system designed to actually change the cultural identity of an indigenous
populace to that of its imperial masters. It was, for all practical purposes, a walled town, complete with a farm,
vineyards, workshops, cooking areas, a chapel, dormitories, and school. Natives were compelled to live on the
mission and learn to be productive subjects of the Spanish Crown. At the point where the native inhabitants had
achieved their Spanish identity, the mission was turned over to native control (a process known as
secularization), and the fathers would move to another area to open another mission. Genius, pure genius; look
at what the priests accomplished with the missions. First, they civilized the “pagan native menace” and thus
fulfilled their holy mandate from the Pope. Secondly, they expanded Spanish culture across the width and
breadth of New Spain, the ultimate extent of which we have already noted. Third, the mission solidified a
social caste system, featuring control by the penninsulare elite and subservience by the slave population. With
the success of the mission system came stability and prosperity in Spanish America . . . for the time being.

Social Caste Demographic of New Spain.
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(47) The mission system became the hallmark of the Spanish presence in the New World, and was expanded
throughout all areas of Spanish occupation. You owe it to yourselves to take a drive over to San Antonio and
tour the Five Missions of San Antonio. All of these are registered as World Heritage Sites, and are absolutely
phenomenal.25 Of course, the most famous of the Texas missions is the Mission San Antonio de Valero, better
known as the Alamo.

Doing God’s Work: Dominicans Destroying Native Idols. Adios Quetzalcoatl.

Mission San Francisco de la Espada, San Antonio.
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In 2014 I was able to celebrate Easter Mass at Mission San Francisco de la Espada, the first of the San Antonio missions,
constructed by the Franciscan Order in 1731. It was a moving experience, taking Mass in a building, which remains unchanged from
its original configuration that has been continually hosting services for over 287 years.
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1764 Spanish Map of Missions Conception, Valero (Alamo), San Jose, and Espada.

Map K: Spanish Missions In the American Southwest
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Map L: Missions in Florida.
Notice the Spanish excursion into Virginia; Jacán was a presidio (fort) as well as a mission . . . wanna
hazard a guess as to why? HINT: Take another peek at Map J.

Typical Layout of a Spanish Mission. Notice the Instruments of Assimilation
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NEW SPAIN: TROUBLE IN THE NORTH
(48) Now, there should be a tiny voice inside your head wondering how the Indians felt about this this
assimilation-by-mission deal. I mean, consider this: these people were removed from their ancestral homes and
ways of life, stripped of their cultural identifiers (language, religion), and ultimately left to fend for themselves
in their native lands but as members of an alien culture, ostensibly for “their own good.” Well, if you think that
in some cases “that dog didn’t hunt” you’re right. Mission-based assimilation wasn’t always easy or peaceful.
The major assimilation push into the province of Santa Fe Nuevo Mexico (modern-day New Mexico) met with
sporadic resistance through the latter 17th and early 18th centuries; the simmering tension finally exploded in
1680.
(49) The first signs of native resentment of Spanish assimilation erupted in 1588 among the Puebloan
inhabitants of Acoma in northern New Mexico. The Acoma pueblo, which the Spanish referred to as “the city
in the sky” due to its presence on a high plateau overlooking the desert, represented a successful agricultural
center which, like Chaco Canyon long before it, was totally dependent on its water supply for survival. The
attempts of Spanish friars to subdue the Acomans were unsuccessful and violent; the slaughter of a group of
Spanish missionaries in 1599 prompted the viceroy in Mexico City to send soldiers and 400 settlers under the
command of Juan de Onate to remove the Acoman threat from the Spanish frontier.
(50) Upon reiterating that the Acoman pueblo, surrounding territory, and people were the property and subjects
of Philip II of Spain and Holy Catholic Church, Onate issued the following orders:
“The Acomas must at once abandon the fortified place in which they live...They
must deliver up the bodies of those killed, their personal belongings and
weapons...After the Indians have been removed from the pueblo I will send back to the pueblo
as many soldiers as necessary, burn it to the ground, and leave no stone on stone, so that the
Indians may never be able again to inhabit it as an impregnable fortress.”
Juan de Onate, “Trial of the Indians of Acoma,”1599
You guessed it; the Acomans refused to surrender their culture to the Spanish; the resulting Acoma Massacre,
in which the Spanish brutally annihilated (I know, redundant: how can annihilation be anything but brutal?) the
inhabitants of the Acoma pueblo, an atrocity which precipitated a series of Indian uprisings throughout the New
Mexico territory of New Spain. These subsequent riots were horrific in their levels of carnage, primarily
because they were fueled by the most dangerous and passionate of motivation: religion, nationalism, and race.
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(51) The native revolts throughout Santa Fe de Nuevo Mexico reached their apex in 1680, when a group of
Pueblo Indians, led by a shaman (priest) named Popé, rebelled against Franciscan missions in the Pueblo
Revolt (sometimes referred to as Pope’s Rebellion). Rebellious Pueblos killed over 400 Spanish friars and
soldiers, and drove the remaining 2000 Spanish settlers out of the province. Victory for the Pueblos was fleeting,
however; by the end of the century Spanish troops had returned and reclaimed control of the province. Still,
there is significance in both the Acoma Massacre and Pueblo Revolt in that they set precedents that you can
only push people . . . ANY people . . . too far before they will stand and fight. These are the first indigenous
revolts against European encroachment in American history; sadly it won’t be the last. Remember reading
about how indigenous people of all cultural identities (sedentary, nomadic, complex) revered their land as holy,
and that they would fight to retain their culture? Well, this is the first time instance of organized cultural
resistance in the New World. It will initiate a long, tragic trend that will not end until the closing years of the
19th century.
A STORY OF MOTIVATION: OTHER EUROPEAN INCURSIONS INTO THE NEW WORLD
(52) OK, we’ve establish a European presence (Spain and Portugal) in the hemisphere, but remember: just
because they are colonizing on the far side of the Atlantic doesn’t mean they are immune to European
continental rivalries and conflict . . . especially in terms of economic competition and religion. Do not think for
a minute that other European nations don’t know about Iberian success in the New World. A key tenant of
mercantilism is the search for specie upon which to base currency, and Spain in particular derived substantial
amounts of gold, copper, and silver from New Spain. So . . . . if you are one of Spain’s rivals, let’s say England,
how do you, uh, share, in this windfall? Well, you have two choices: first, you can get off of your butt and
colonize your own chunk of the New World . . . but that costs a buttload of money and resources, both of which
are needed to fight France, Spain, and seemingly everyone else on the Continent. However, there is a second
option: you can park a bunch of glory- and fortune-seeking scoundrels, with their ships and crews, off the coast
of an area where the Spanish treasure fleets . . .the flotas . . . are most vulnerable and raid to your heart’s content.
We’re talking piracy/privateering here. Check it out: Take another look at Map J and notice where the flotas
will turn east from the North American coastline: the areas around Hatteras Island off the coast of present-day
North Carolina, as well as inlets around the Virginia coast. Why does this matter? Because it is no coincidence
that the first English attempt at a settlement in the New World (albeit unsuccessful) was inshore of Hatteras
(Roanoke Island), and the second (and first successful) attempt up the James River from Chesapeake Bay
(Jamestown). Why? The fellow pictured probably has a clue. Stay tuned!

